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So one night I'm on the phone with Mike
Mignola, talking about what's wrong with
comics, and the first thing we came up with was
that there's not enough fun. Everything's either

too serious or too damn stupid. The conversation

went on a while before we came to a more specif-

ic deficiency in the industry.

"Not enough zombies."

Mike came up with the story you've just

started, and we talked about how to make it an
ongoing series, spinning off in every direction

imaginable from his initial Azzul Gotha story—
who at that point I think we were referring to as

Nccro Guy. We referred to the book itself by an
equally half-assed and immature title,

ZombieWorld. This somehow stuck.

* 4 * *
After the Hellboy/Ghost crossover had come

out, Pat McEown told me that if Mike was ever

looking for a collaborator again that it had to be
him. Mike knew Pat's work from Grendel:

Warchild. and when we looked at some more
recent work, ZombieWorld seemed to make a lot

more sense. Pat's artwork would make this so

much different from everything else on the
stands that we suddenly had all the reason we
needed to do the book. The first of many such
surprises was that Pat loved zombies. His sketch-

book was lull of them. It took the opportunity to

work with Mike combined with the chance to

draw so damn many zombies to get Pat to sign on
for three issues, the biggest assignment he's

taken since Warchild. As Mike's said in many
interviews and press releases, what you see in

Champion of the Worms is more Pat McEown than
Mike Mignola. He designed everything and came
up with a lot of the dialogue. We gave him free

reign and he made the most of it.

A * * ¥ >, *
Originally intending to give ZombieWorld lock,

stock, and barrel to Dark Horse, Mike took a little

creator-friendly advice from various colleagues,

which led to a deal unique in comics. He gave us
ZombieWorld as a gilt, but saved for himself and

Pat a lot of the financial, creative, and legal bene-
fits of creator-owned work. So while Dark Horse
is free to publish as many ZombieWorld comics as

we can find creators interested, those creators

have the benefit of owning and controlling both
the creation and future use of the work they do.

As with Aliens and Predator. Dark Horse hopes to

turn ZombieWorld into a title that readers look for

month after month as creative teams come and
go, always expecting each new team to bring

with them a fresh outlook and exciting ideas.

* 4 * ^ *
Pat's interest in zombies was, as I said, the

lirst of many such surprises. Most creators I

talked to were surprisingly interested in doing
zombie comics. Mike and I never expected this,

despite our own interest, which we wrote off as

morbid and childlike (had we looked more close-

ly at the racks of the local comics shops, maybe
we wouldn't have thought we were unique in our
immaturity), People from Duncan Fegredo to

Sergio Aragones expressed real interest. The rea-

son for this, which we plan to carry into the

comics as much as possible, is the variety of zom-
bie films out there. Unlike the Fox licenses men-
tioned above, zombie talcs can range from hard-

edged comedy ( Retun; of the Living Dead) to faerie

tale (White Zombie) to the absurd (Dead Alive) to

the grotesque (Lucio Fulci's Zombie and The
Beyond) to the surreal (Cemetery Man) to the poetic

( Carnival ofSouls) to just totally over-the-top may-
hem (Dr. Butcher. M l) Medical Deviant). B movies
typically allow themselves to go wild in whatever
direction their creators imagine, with a bent but

personal vision behind the nuthouse plots and
often anxiety-ridden themes. Expect ZombieWorld

to be just as varied and unpredictable.

toby Stephen Blue, colors by Dave Neslelle



We've already got the first year of

ZombieWorld lined up. We’re spending Christmas

with Gordon Rennie (Tundra's White Trash) and
Gary Erskine (Star Wars: Tales oftheJedi ), who
bring us the extra-long one-shot Homefor the

Holidays, in which the Mathieson estate in

Connecticut welcomes home the family— the

whole family. The way Gordon sees zombies is

this: "Scary and funny as hell, in equal measure.

After the Christmas Special, my own personal

undead apocalypse continues in Earthfall, when I

get my shot at wiping out 99% of the human
race. I tell you. for a miserable-minded Scottish

Calvinist such as myself, it's a dream come true."

The three-part Earthfall begins next summer,
when the first manned mission to Mars returns

home to find a world much more hostile than the

red one they just left.

In January comes Dead End, two issues from

Xeric Award-winner Stephen Blue. His first

graphic novel. Red River, was about the scariest

comic I've read this decade. "Night ofthe Living

Dead was a very influential movie for me,"

Stephen said. "With Dead End I wanted to take

that scenario and turn it on its head." His stint

on ZombieWorld will be a real departure from the

levity of Champion ofthe Worms, and provide sur-

prises unprecedented in walking-dead stories.

f .* V V 4
Then comes our big epic. With the outbreak

of zombies beginning on the east coast, I knew

there was one question that needed to be
answered more than any other— what happens

to the Big Apple? This story had to be big, and it

would have to be very location-specific to make
its point. One cartoonist evokes New York City in

his work so much better than anyone else work-

ing today that it seems he's the only one who
lives there, and I knew I could get him. Bob
Fingerman, creator of Fantagraphics' wonderful

Minimum Wage, says this: "About five years ago.

the first thing I pitched at Dark Horse was a cou-

ple of zombie series, so when ZombieWorld was
brought to my attention I was rabidly interested

in contributing to it. I've been nuts about zom-
bies since my teens, so I'm thrilled that I am
going to have a crack at doing them my way."

* 4-* * *#
Bob's story is darker than I expected from

him, though you can count on a certain amount
of his usual social satire. We've turned to the

high-contrast style of Tommy Lee Edwards
(DC/Helix's Gemini Blood) to convey the physical

and emotional oppressiveness of New York's

downfall. Tommy and I had been talking since

the inception of ZombieWorld about our mutual
interest in zombies, but the happy coincidence

this time was that Tommy had been following

Bob's Fantagraphics book and was eager to work
with him, Here's a collaboration that was meant
to be.

* * * fr *
And here's a rant that’s meant to end. Next

month things get even worse for Eustace, and
Azzul Gotha makes final preparations for a plan

42.000 years in the making. The Buzz will be your

letters about the undead, so start writing.

Tommy Lot Edwards. colors by MeHssa Edwards

—Scott Allie




